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COUPLED MODE EQUATIONS AND GAP SOLITONS IN HIGHER
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Abstract. We study waves-packets in nonlinear periodic media in arbitrary (d) spatial di-
mension, modeled by the cubic Gross-Pitaevskii equation. In the asymptotic setting of small
and broad waves-packets with N P N carrier Bloch waves the effective equations for the en-
velopes are first order coupled mode equations (CMEs). We provide a rigorous justification of
the effective equations. The estimate of the asymptotic error is carried out in an L1-norm in
the Bloch variables. This translates to a supremum norm estimate in the physical variables. In
order to investigate the existence of gap solitons of the d-dimensional CMEs, we discuss spectral
gaps of the CMEs. For N “ 4 and d “ 2 a family of time harmonic gap solitons is constructed
formally asymptotically and numerically. Moving gap solitons have not been found for d ą 1
and for the considered values of N due to the absence of a spectral gap in the standard moving
frame variables.
Key-words: waves-packets, coupled mode equations, periodic media, gap soliton, approxi-
mation error, Gross-Pitaevskii
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1. Introduction
One of the intriguing properties of nonlinear dispersive equations is the possibility of coherent
spatially localized waves. We study such waves in the form of waves-packets in periodic media
of arbitrary dimension. There are two standard asymptotic scalings of such waves-packets:
waves-packets with a single carrier Bloch wave and those with multiple (N) carrier Bloch waves
with different group velocities. In the former case the waves-packet propagates at a velocity
asymptotically close to the carrier group velocity (vg) and the waves-packet envelope can be
(in generic situations) described by the constant coefficient nonlinear Schrödinger equation
[4, 10, 7]. This is based on Taylor-expanding the band structure at the carrier wavevector to
second order and using the moving frame variable with the velocity vg. In the latter case N
carriers with the same temporal frequency ω0 are used and the band structure is expanded only
to first order producing a system of N first order amplitude equations for the N envelopes,
so called coupled mode equations (CMEs) [2, 16, 10, 3, 6, 14]. In the one dimensional case
the CMEs have a family of solitary waves parametrized by the velocity v P p´1, 1q (after a
rescaling). As these solitary waves exist in the spectral gap of the CMEs, they are called gap
solitons. In a special case (corresponding to an infinitesimal contrast in the periodicity in (1.1))
there is even an explicit gap soliton family. In the general case only numerical representations
of gap solitons have been found [5, 6]. An important question is whether also in the higher
dimensional (d-dimensional) CMEs such a family of gap solitons exists. These gap solitons
would then approximate coherent waves-packets of the original model with a range of velocities
in a d-dimensional interval and with frequencies asymptotically close to ω0. Such a tunability
is interesting from a phenomenological as well as an applied point of view.
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2 TOMÁŠ DOHNAL1 AND LISA WAHLERS2
As a prototypical model we consider in this paper the d´dimensional periodic Gross-Pitaevskii
equation with the cubic nonlinearity
(1.1) iBtu`∆u´ pV pxq ` εW pxqqu´ σpxq|u|2u “ 0, x P Rd, t P R,
where
V, σ P CpRd,Rq are 2piZd ´ periodic,
ε ą 0 is a small parameter, and
W pxq “
mÿ˚
m“´m˚
ame
ilpmq¨x
is a real periodic function specified in (A4) below. Precise regularity conditions on V and σ ap-
pear in (A5) and are needed for the justification of amplitude equations in Sec. 6. Our analysis
can be carried over to other cubically nonlinear wave models with only small modifications. An
example is the wave equation B2t u´∆u` pV pxq ` εW pxqqu` σpxqu3 “ 0.
Our formal asymptotic ansatz for an N´mode waves-packet solution to (1.1) is
uapppx, tq :“ ε1{2
Nÿ
j“1
Ajpεx, εtqpjpxqeipkpjq¨x´ω0tq,(1.2)
where pjpxqeipkpjq¨x´ω0tq, j “ 1, . . . , N are the carrier Bloch waves, see Sec. 1.1. The functions
pjpxq :“ pnjpx, kpjqq are eigenfunctions of the Bloch eigenvalue problem (1.7) and the wave-
vectors kpjq lie in the Brillouin zone
B :“ p´1
2
, 1
2
sd
corresponding to the 2piZd periodicity. The asymptotic parameter ε in the ansatz is the same
as the ε in equation (1.1). The role of the periodic perturbation εW of the linear potential is
to provide for linear coupling among the modes. This is explained below and in more detail in
Sec. 1.1. Note that if the periods of V and W are not commensurate, the potential V ` εW is
quasiperiodic. In our asymptotic result this aspect plays, however, no role.
Under assumptions (A1), (A2), and (A4) one can formally derive the following coupled mode
equations (CMEs) for the envelopes Aj, j “ 1, . . . , N . For details see Sec. 1.1.
(1.3) ipBTAj ` vpjqg ¨∇XAjq `
Nÿ
r“1
κjrAr `Njp ~Aq “ 0, j “ 1, . . . , N,
where for j, r P t1, . . . , Nu
Njp ~Aq :“
ÿ
pα,β,γqPt1,...,Nu3
kpαq´kpβq`kpγqPkpjq`Zd
γ
pα,β,γq
j AαAβAγ,
γ
pα,β,γq
j :“ ´
ż
T
σpxqpαpxqpβpxqpγpxqpjpxqeipkpαq´kpβq`kpγq´kpjqq¨x dx,
κjr :“ ´
ÿ
mPt´m˚,...,m˚u
kprq`lpmqPkpjq`Zd
am
ż
T
eipk
prq`lpmq´kpjqq¨xprpxqpjpxq dx,
and where T :“ Rd{p2piZdq is a d-dimensional torus. Due to the assumptions on am and lpmq in
(A4) the matrix κ “ pκjrqNj,r“1 is Hermitian.
In the three dimensional case CMEs have been formally derived in [3] as envelope equations
for the Maxwell equations. In [9] the d´dimensional CMEs (1.3) have been analyzed. However,
because the authors start with (1.1) with W ” 0, the coupling coefficient matrix κ vanishes.
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With κ “ 0 there is no spectral gap of the linear part of CMEs because the dispersion relation
of the CMEs is then given by the four hyperplanes K ÞÑ vpjqg ¨K,K P Rd. No (exponentially)
localized solitary waves of CMEs are thus expected with κ “ 0. We show in Sec. 3 that at least
for N “ 4 there are κ ‰ 0 such that a spectral gap exists and standing solitary waves can be
constructed.
One of the main contributions of the paper is a rigorous justification of (1.3) as valid ampli-
tude equations for the waves-packets (1.2) in (1.1). In [9] such a justification was performed for
W ” 0. The authors work in the space Hsε pRdq :“ tf P L2pRdq :
ş
Rdp1` |εk|2q|fˆpkq|2 dk ă 8u.
Because of the loss of d{2 powers of ε when evaluating the L2pRdq norm of a function fpε¨q, the
authors are forced to work with additional higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion of
the waves-packet. In order to invert the linear operator near the concentration k-points of the
new correction terms the authors of [9] impose a closed mode system condition (a condition
on the terms generated by a repeated application of the nonlinearity on the ansatz). In our
approach we work in an L1 space in the Bloch variables similarly to [6], where the one dimen-
sional case was considered. The L1-approach for the justifictaion of coupled mode equations
was used already in [16] and [14], where the case of periodicity with an infinitesimal contrast
(i.e. V ” 0 in (1.1)) was considered and the analysis was carried out in Fourier variables. The
one dimensional CMEs for the infinitesimal contrast were justified also in [10] with estimates in
Sobolev norms. In [6] the one dimensional case with V ‰ 0 is treated and Bloch variables are
needed -similarly to the current paper. By an analog of the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma we can
estimate the supremum of the error in x-variables in terms of the L1 norm in Bloch variables.
Via this approach we avoid working with high order terms in the asymptotics.
We use the following assumptions.
(A1) kp1q, . . . , kpNq P B and n1, . . . , nN P N are such that pn1, kp1qq, . . . , pnN , kpNqq are pairwise
distinct and ωnjpkpjqq, j “ 1, . . . , N are eigenvalues of of (1.7) with
ωn1pkp1qq “ ωn2pkp2qq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ωnN pkpNqq “ ω0 P R.
If kpj1q “ kpj2q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ kpjIq for some tj1, . . . , jIu Ă t1, . . . , Nu, then the corresponding
eigenfunctions pnj1 px, kpj1qq, . . . , pnjI px, kpjIqq are L2pTq-orthogonal.
(A2) vpjqg is twice continuously differentiable at kpjq for each j “ 1, . . . , N .
(A3) |ωnplq´ω0| ą δ ą 0 for all pn, lq P pNˆJqztpn1, kp1qq, . . . , pnN , kpNqqu with J defined in (6.12).
(A4) W pxq “ řm˚m“´m˚ ameilpmq¨x, where m˚ P N, the vectors lpmq P Rd,m “ ´m˚, . . . ,m˚ are
pairwise distinct, and
a´m “ am, lp´mq “ ´lpmq for all m P t0, 1, . . . ,m˚u.
(A5) V P H2
R
d
2
V
`d`δ pT,Rq , σ P H2
R
d
2
V
`2 pT,Rq , δ ą 0.
(A6) For each j P t1, . . . , Nu there is L ą 0, such that
(1.4) }pnjp¨, kq ´ pnjp¨, kpjqq}L2pTq ď L|k ´ kpjq|
for all k in a neighborhood of kpjq.
For a P R we denote by ras the smallest integer larger than or equal to a.
Note that if at each kpjq the eigenvalue ωnjpkpjqq is simple, then (1.4) holds automatically, see
[13, Sec. VII.2].
The potential εW is introduced in order to linearly couple the modes of the ansatz (1.2). In
detail, two modes eikpjq¨xpnjpx, kpjqq and eikpj˜q¨xpnj˜px, kpj˜qq with j, j˜ P t1, . . . , Nu are coupled if
kpjq ´ kpj˜q “ lpmq ` µ for some m P t´m˚, . . . ,m˚u, µ P Zd,
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and
am
ż
T
eipk
pj˜q`lpmq´kpjqq¨xpj˜pxqpjpxq dx ‰ 0.
The first condition implies that
eik
pj˜q¨xeil
pmq¨x “ eikpjq¨xψpxq,
where ψ is 2piZd-periodic. For details see Section 1.1.
Our justification result is
Theorem 1. Assume (A1)-(A6) and let ~A be a solution of (1.3) with Aˆj P C
`r0, T0s, L1sApRdq
XL2pRdq˘, BT Aˆj P C `r0, T0s, L1pRdq˘ for some T0 ą 0, all j “ 1 . . . , N and some sA ą
2rd
2
s ` d ` 2. Then there are constants c ą 0 and ε0 ą 0, such that if up¨, 0q “ uappp¨, 0q
with uapp given by (1.2), then for all ε P p0, ε0q the solution u of (1.1) satisfies upx, tq Ñ 0 as
|x| Ñ 8 and
}up¨, tq ´ uappp¨, tq}C0b ď cε3{2 for all t P r0, ε´1T0s.(1.5)
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 1.1 we review the Bloch eigenvalue
problem and provide a brief formal derivation of the CMEs (1.3). In Sec. 2 an asymptotic ap-
proximation of standing (time harmonic) gap solitons of the CMEs is constructed for frequencies
in a spectral gap and asymptotically close to the spectrum. Sec. 3 studies the dispersion re-
lation and the gap structure of CMEs with N odd and N “ 2, 4 and finds that for d ě 2 a
necessary condition for the existence of a standing gap soliton is N P t4, 6, 8, . . . u. An example
with a gap for N “ 4 is produced and in Sec. 4 a standing gap soliton is found numerically. The
question of moving gap solitons is addressed in Sec. 5. It is shown that for d ě 2 and N ď 4 no
spectral gap is present in the CMEs in moving frame variables. Finally, Sec. 6 presents a proof
of Theorem 1, i.e. a rigorous justification of CMEs (1.3) as amplitude equations for (1.1).
1.1. The Band Structure and a Formal Derivation of the Coupled Mode Equations.
The bounded elementary solutions of the linear part of (1.1) at ε “ 0 are the Bloch waves
(1.6) pnpx, kqeipk¨x´ωnpkqtq, k P B, n P N,
where pωnpkq, pnpx, kqq, n P N are eigenpairs of the Bloch eigenvalue problem
(1.7)
Lpx, kqpnpx, kq “ ωnpkqpnpx, kq, x P T,
Lpx, kq :“ ´|∇` ik|2 ` V pxq “ ´p∆` 2ik ¨∇´ |k2|q ` V pxq.
The graph pk, ωnpkqqnPN is called the band structure. The eigenfunctions pnp¨, kq are automati-
cally 2pi-periodic in each coordinate. Because of the self-adjointness of Lp¨, kq the eigenfunction
sequence ppnp¨, kqqnPN can be chosen L2pTq-orthonormal.
We have the following asymptotics of the eigenvalues. There exist constants c1, c2 ą 0 such
that for all n P N, k P B
(1.8) c1n2{d ď |ωnpkq| ď c2n2{d,
, see [12, p.55].
The group velocity of the Bloch wave (1.6) is∇ωnpkq, which has got also the following integral
representation obtained by differentiating (1.7) in k
∇ωnpkq “ ´2xp∇` ikqpnp¨, kq, pnp¨, kqyL2pTq.
For the operator ´∆` V : L2pRdq Ñ L2pRdq it is specp´∆` V q “ YnPNωnpBq, see Chapter
3 in [8].
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Figure 1 shows the band structure k ÞÑ pωnpkqqnPN (with k P B) for the example V pxq “
cospx1q cospx2q. Only the first six eigenvalues k ÞÑ ωnpkq, n “ 1, . . . , 6 are plotted. To illustrate
the asymptotic ansatz (1.2), we choose the example N “ 4 with kp1q “ p´0.2,´0.4q, kp2q “
p0.2,´0.4q, kp3q “ ´kp1q, kp4q “ ´kp2q and n1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ n4 “ 4. With the potential V pxq “
cospx1q cospx2q we have ω0 :“ ω4pkp1qq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ω4pkp4qq « 0.9942. The points kp1q and kp2q are
marked in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 (a) we plot |p1|, where pj :“ pnjp¨, kpjqq, j “ 1, . . . , 4. The other
Bloch functions are related by p2pxq “ p1p´x1, x2q, p3 “ p1 and p4 “ p2. Finally, Fig. 2 (b)
shows |uappp¨, 0q| for the above setting and with A1pX, 0q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ A4pX, 0q “ e´|X|2 , ε “ 0.12.
0.5
0
-0.5
0.5
0
k2
1
1.5
ω
2
0
k1
-0.50.5
Figure 1. The band structure of (1.6) for V pxq “ cospx1q cospx2q. The points
pkp1q, ω0q and pkp2q, ω0q are marked by red dots. The points kp3q and kp4q satisfy
kp3q “ ´kp1q and kp4q “ ´kp2q.
(a)
|p
1
(x
)|
x2
x1
0
0.1
0.15
2
0.2
0.25
64 4
26 0
Figure 2. (a) The modulus of p1 :“ pn1p¨, kp1qq, where n1 “ 4, kp1q “p´0.2,´0.4q, see Fig. (1). (b) The modulus of the approximate ansatz uappp¨, 0q
for N “ 4, the points kpjq, j “ 1, . . . , 4 as in Fig. (1), ε “ 0.12, and
A1pX, 0q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ A4pX, 0q “ e´|X|2 .
Ansatz (1.2) for an approximate waves-packet usesN elementary Bloch waves as carriers. Due
to the slow dependence on x of the envelope Ajpεx, εtq the ansatz is concentrated in the Bloch
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variable k near the points k “ kp1q, . . . , kpNq, see Sec. 6 for the definition of Bloch variables. In
the formal derivation of the CMEs (1.3) we plug (1.2) in (1.1) and collect terms of (formally)
equal orders of ε. All Opε1{2q terms vanish due to the fact that pω0, pjq are eigenpairs of (1.7)
at k “ kpjq, j “ 1, . . . , N . At Opε3{2q both the nonlinearity and the term εWuapp contribute.
We consider in the formal part only terms proportional to eikpjq¨x, j “ 1, . . . , N times a 2piZd-
periodic function, i.e. only terms concentrated in the Bloch variable near kpjq, j “ 1 . . . , N . For
each j P t1, . . . , Nu we get
(1.9)
ÿ
rPt1,...,Nu
kprq“kpjq
´
ipBTAr ` vprqg ¨∇Arqprpxqeikpjq¨x
¯
´
Nÿ
r“1
Ar
ÿ
mPt´m˚,...,m˚u
kprq`lpmqPkpjq`Zd
ame
ipkprq`lpmqq¨xprpxq
´ σpxq
ÿ
pα,β,γqPt1,...,Nu3
kpαq´kpβq`kpγqPkpjq`Zd
AαAβAγpαpxqpβpxqpγpxqeipkpαq´kpβq`kpγqq¨x.
A necessary condition for the smallness of the overall residual for uapp is that the L2pTq-
projection of these terms onto pjp¨qeikpjq¨ vanishes. Because of the orthogonality of tpr : r “
1, . . . , N, kprq “ kpjqu (see (A1)), this condition is exactly equation (1.3).
Of course, ansatz (1.2) with ~A satisfying (1.3) does not yield a zero residual in (1.1) because
we omitted in Wuapp and in |u|2u terms not proportional to eikpjq¨x, j “ 1, . . . , N times a 2piZd-
periodic function and because only the projection of (1.9) onto pjp¨qeikpjq¨ was forced to vanish.
In Sec. 6 we prove that, despite this, on time intervals of size Opε´1q the residual is Opε5{2q
and the error between u and uapp is Opε3{2q.
2. Asymptotic Construction of Gap Solitons of CMEs
As explained in the introduction, one of the motivations for studying CMEs is the possible
existence of gap solitons. When inserted into uapp gap solitons generate nearly solitary wave-
packets of (1.1). Standing solitary waves of CMEs are of the form ~ApX,T q “ e´iΩT ~BpXq,
where ~B is spatially localized and satisfies
(2.1) Ω ~B “ LCMEp∇q ~B ´ ~Np ~Bq,
where
LCMEp∇q :“
¨˚
˝´iv
p1q
g ¨∇
. . .
´ivpNqg ¨∇
‹˛‚´ κ.
For Ω R specpLCMEq but asymptotically near a spectral edge an approximation via nonlinear
Schrödinger (NLS) asymptotics is possible. These asymptotics require that the dispersion
relation is locally (near the spectral edge) of a parabolic shape. Next, we provide a formal
derivation of the asymptotic expansion in order to use this in a numerical construction of a
standing gap soliton ~ApX,T q “ e´iΩT ~BpXq.
The spectrum specpLCMEq is given by the range of Ω : Rd Ñ R as a solution of the dispersion
relation, i.e. of
ΩpKq P specpLCMEpiKqq, K P Rd.
Let us denote the N eigenpairs of
ΩpKq~ηpKq “ LCMEpiKq~ηpKq
by pΩjpKq, ~ηpjqpKqq, j “ 1, . . . , N with Ωj : Rd Ñ R, ~ηpjq : Rd Ñ RN , }~ηpjqpKq}l2pRN q “ 1. We
make the following assumptions
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(A1CME) Ω˚ :“ Ωj0pK0q P BpspecpLCMEqq for some j0 P t1, . . . , Nu, K0 P Rd,
(A2CME) Ωj0pKq is a simple eigenvalue for all K in a neighborhood of K0,
(A3CME) the Hessian D2Ωj0pK0q is definite,
The vanishing of ∇Ωj0pK0q is automatic as the edge is an extremal value of Ωj0 . Note that
(A3CME) implies that the extremum of Ωj0pKq at K “ K0 is isolated and (A2CME) impies that
K ÞÑ Ωj0pKq is analytic at K0.
Our asymptotic ansatz for a gap soliton at Ω “ Ω˚ ` ε2λ, 0 ă ε ! 1, is a slowly varying
envelope εCpεXq modulating the plane wave eiK0¨X~ηpj0qpK0q. We define the ansatz in Fourier
variables as:
(2.2) Ω “ Ω˚ ` ε2λ, ~ˆBpKq „ ~ˆBanspKq :“ ε1´dCˆ
ˆ
K ´K0
ε
˙
~ηpj0qpKq,
where the scalar λ “ Op1q and the envelope C : Rd Ñ R are to be determined. Inserting Ω and
~Bans into (2.1), we obtain the residual
ε1´d
“
Ω˚ ` ε2λ´ Ωj0pK0 ` εκq
‰
~ηpj0qpK0 ` εκqCˆpκq ` βpκq~ηpjqpK0 ` εκq `x~NKp ~BansqpK0 ` εκq,
where
κ :“ K ´K0
ε
, βpκq :“ ~ηpj0qpK0 ` εκqTx~Np ~BansqpK0 ` εκq
is the coefficient of the nonlinearity component parallel to ~ηpj0qpKq, andx~NKp ~BansqpK0 ` εκq :“ x~Np ~BansqpK0 ` εκq ´ βpκq~ηpj0qpK0 ` εκq
is the orthogonal part. We expand
Ωj0pK0 ` εκq “ Ω˚ ` 12ε2κTD2Ωj0pK0qκ`Opε3q.
The Opε1´dq part of the residual then vanishes. Note that both β and x~NKp ~Bansq are Opε3´dq.
In order to make the Opε3´dq part of the residual component parallel to ηpj0qpKq vanish, we
set
λCˆpκq ´ 1
2
κTD2Ωj0pK0qκCˆpκq ` βpκq “ 0, κ P Rd.
This effective equation for C is not very practical due to the complicated structure of β.
However, if we replace in β the vector ~ηpj0qpK0` εκq by ~ηpj0qpK0q, we formally arrive at βpκq “
~ηpj0qpK0qT ~Np~ηpj0qpK0qqpCˆ ˚ Cˆ ˚ Cˆqpκq. The resulting effective equation in physical variables is
the generalized NLS
(2.3) λC ` 1
2
∇TD2Ωj0pK0q∇C ` Γ|C|2C “ 0,
where Γ :“ ~ηpj0qpK0qT ~Np~ηpj0qpK0qq. The above replacement can be shown to generate only
higher order terms in the residual.
The orthogonal component x~NKp ~Bansq of the Opε3´dq part of the residual can be eliminated
by adding to the ansatz ~ˆBans the correction term ε3´d pQpLCME ´ Ω˚qQq´1 x~NKp ~Bansq with Q :“
χB
ε1{2 pK0qpKqpI ´ P q, Pv :“ pηpj0qpKqTvqηpj0qpKq. The invertibility of QpLCME ´ Ω˚qQ follows
for ε ą 0 small enough from assumption (A2CME). We do not employ this extended ansatz
here as the leading order asymptotics suffice as an initial guess for our numerical computation
of the solution ~B of (2.1).
Based on the above asymptotics one expects that under assumptions (A1CME)-(A3CME) the
ansatz ~Bans with a localized solution C : Rd Ñ C of (2.3) provides an approximation of a
localized solution of (2.1). This can be made rigorous using a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction
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argument. we refrain from this analysis here. In the following section we inspect whether
assumptions (A1CME)-(A3CME) can be satisfied for N “ 2, 3, 4.
3. CMEs for N Linearly Resonant Modes with N “ 2, 3, 4
We consider the perturbed PNLS (1.1) with W in (A4). We study the dispersion relation
K ÞÑ ΩpKq of the resulting CMEs, where K P Rd is the dual variable to X with respect to
the Fourier transform. A gap in the range of Ω is then a spectral gap of the corresponding
spatial operator, i.e. of LCMEp∇q. We concentrate on the existence of a spectral gap as one
can typically expect the existence of standing solitary waves ~ApX,T q “ e´iΩT ~BpXq with an
(exponentially) localized ~B, a solution of Ω ~B´LCMEp∇q ~B` ~Np ~Bq “ 0, for Ω R specpLCMEp∇qq.
3.1. Two modes: N “ 2. Let us first choose N “ 2 in (1.2). The CMEs (1.3) have the form
(3.1)
i
`BT ` vp1qg ¨∇˘A1 ` κ11A1 ` κ12A2 ` pγp1,1,1q1 |A1|2 ` 2γp2,2,1q1 |A2|2qA1 ` δγp2,1,2q1 A22A1 “ 0
i
`BT ` vp2qg ¨∇˘A2 ` κ22A2 ` κ12A1 ` pγp2,2,2q2 |A2|2 ` 2γp1,1,2q2 |A1|2qA2 ` δγp1,2,1q2 A21A2 “ 0,
where
δ :“
#
0 if kp1q ´ kp2q R 1
2
Zd
1 if kp1q ´ kp2q P 1
2
Zd.
This is because only for kp1q ´ kp2q P 1
2
Zd is 2kp2q ´ kp1q P kp1q ` Zd such that the term A22A1
appears in the first equation. Similarly A21A2 appears in the second equation only then.
An example of a simple W leading generically to κ11, κ22, κ12 ‰ 0 is W pxq “ 2 cosppkp1q ´
kp2qq ¨ xq ` 1. In that case is
κjj “ ´1´ δ
ż
T
|pjpxq|2 cosp2pkp2q ´ kp1qq ¨ xq dx, j “ 1, 2
κ12 “ ´
ż
T
p2pxqp1pxq dx´ δ
ż
T
p2pxqp1pxqe2ipkp2q´kp1qq¨x dx.
In general, the dispersion relation K ÞÑ ΩpKq of (3.1) is given by
(3.2) det
´
Ω´vp1qg ¨K`κ11 κ12
κ12 Ω´vp2qg ¨K`κ22
¯
“ 0.
In one dimension d “ 1 we have vp2qg “ ´vp1qg and p2 “ p1 due to the band structure symmetry
ωpkq “ ωp´kq and the fact that at most two Bloch waves exist for each frequency ω0. Then
κ11 “ κ22 P R and thus
ΩpKq “ ´κ11 ˘
b
v
p1q2
g K2 ` |κ12|2,
such that there is the spectral gap p´κ11´|κ12|,´κ11`|κ12|q. In the one dimensional case CMEs
(3.1) with vp2qg “ ´vp1qg , κ12 P R, δγp2,1,2q1 “ δγp1,2,1q2 “ 0, and γp1,1,1q1 “ γp2,2,1q1 “ γp2,2,2q2 “ γp1,1,2q2
are well known to have a family of explicitly known solitary waves parametrized by the velocity
v P p´vp1qg , vp1qg q and the frequency Ω P p´κ11 ´ |κ12|,´κ11 ` |κ12|q, see [2]. In the general case
(with an spectral gap) solitary waves can be constructed numerically, see [5].
For d ě 2 we show that a gap exists only if vp1qg and vp2qg are linearly dependent and point
in opposite directions. The non-existence of a gap is equivalent to the solvability of (3.2) in
K P Rd for all Ω P R. Writing K “ ρj with ρ P R and j P Rd, |j| “ 1, we pose this as a problem
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in ρ for fixed Ω P R and j P Rd. For the non-existence of a gap there must be for each Ω P R at
least one direction j such that a real solution ρ exists. Assuming j ¨ vp1qg ‰ 0, j ¨ vp2qg ‰ 0, we get
(3.3)
ρ “ 1
2pj ¨ vp1qg qpj ¨ vp2qg q
“
Ωj ¨ pvp1qg ` vp2qg q ` κ11j ¨ vp2qg ` κ22j ¨ vp1qg
˘ `pj ¨ vp1qg pΩ` κ22q ´ j ¨ vp2qg pΩ` κ11qq2 ` 4|κ12|2j ¨ vp1qg j ¨ vp2qg ˘1{2ı .
We write j ¨ vplqg “ |vplqg | cospθlq, l “ 1, 2 with θl P r´pi{2, pi{2s. A real ρ exists if and only if
(3.4)
`|vp1qg | cospθ1qpΩ` κ22q ´ |vp2qg | cospθ2qpΩ` κ11q˘2 ě ´4|κ12|2|vp1qg ||vp2qg | cospθ1q cospθ2q.
There are two cases: cospθ1q “ ´ cospθ2q (i.e. vp1qg “ ´αvp2qg with α ą 0) and cospθ1q ‰ ´ cospθ2q.
In the former case (3.4) simplifies to˜
Ω` κ22|v
p1q
g | ` κ11|vp2qg |
|vp1qg | ` |vp2qg |
¸2
ě 4|κ12|2 |v
p1q
g ||vp2qg |
p|vp1qg | ` |vp2qg |q2
.
Hence, there is the spectral gap¨˝
´κ22|v
p1q
g | ` κ11|vp2qg |
|vp1qg | ` |vp2qg |
´ 2|κ12|
b
|vp1qg ||vp2qg |
|vp1qg | ` |vp2qg |
,´κ22|v
p1q
g | ` κ11|vp2qg |
|vp1qg | ` |vp2qg |
` 2|κ12|
b
|vp1qg ||vp2qg |
|vp1qg | ` |vp2qg |
‚˛.
Note that due to the continuous dependence of the solution ρ on j, the excluded directions
with j ¨ vp1qg “ 0 or j ¨ vp2qg “ 0 cannot change the existence of this gap.
In the latter case (cospθ1q ‰ ´ cospθ2q) it is either vp1qg “ αvp2qg with α ą 0 or vp1qg and vp2qg are
linearly independent. If vp1qg “ αvp2qg , α ą 0, then cospθ1q “ cospθ2q and the right hand side of
(3.4) is non-positive, such that (3.4) always holds and there is no spectral gap. If vp1qg and vp2qg
are linearly independent (i.e. | cospθ1q| ‰ | cospθ2q|), then one can always choose j such that
cospθ1q and cospθ2q have equal signs leading to a non-positive right hand side of (3.4). Hence
there is at least one direction in which (3.4) holds such that no spectral gap exists. Figure 3 (a)
shows Ω “ ΩpKq for the case d “ 2, κ11 “ κ22 “ 0, κ12 “ κ21 “ 1, and vp1qg “ p0, 1q, vp2qg “ p1, 0q.
The shape of the dispersion relation graph Ω “ ΩpKq near the edge of a spectral gap
is important for the asymptotic construction of solutions in Sec. 2. Namely, the construc-
tion is based on a Taylor expansion of the band structure near an isolated localized ex-
tremum. For N “ 2 and vp1qg “ ´αvp2qg , α ą 0 there is no isolated extremum of ΩpKq at
the spectral edges. This follows from (3.3), where the square root vanishes at both edges
and the values of ρpθ1q for θ1 P r0, pi{2q span a whole interval. From (3.3) one namely gets
ρ “ 1
2α|vp2qg | cospθ1q
“
α´1
α`1pκ22 ` ακ11 ¯ 2
?
α|κ12|q ` κ11 ´ ακ22
‰
. This effectively one dimensional
shape of the dispersion relation reflects the fact that with linearly dependent vp1qg and vp2qg the
CMEs (2.1) both have the derivative in the same direction. Hence, the existence of solitary
waves localized in all directions cannot be expected.
Figure 3 (b) shows Ω “ ΩpKq for the case d “ 2, N “ 2, κ11 “ κ22 “ 0, κ12 “ κ21 “ 1, and
v
p1q
g “ ´vp2qg “ p1, 1q.
3.2. Odd number of modes: N P 2N ` 1. First, we note that three (or more) linearly
independent modes at one frequency ω0 are possible only for d ě 2.
We interpret the dispersion relation detpLCMEpiKq´ΩINˆNq “ 0 as an algebraic equation in
ρ :“ |K| for a given direction K{|K| P Rd and a given Ω P R. Because LCMEpiKq is a Hermitian
matrix for each K, the determinant of LCMEpiKq ´ ΩINˆN is real for each K. Hence, for odd
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Figure 3. Dispersion relation of (3.1) with κ11 “ κ22 “ 0, κ12 “ κ21 “ 1.
v
p1q
g “ p0, 1q, vp2qg “ p1, 0q in (a) and vp1qg “ ´vp2qg “ p1, 1q in (b).
N the dispersion relation is an algebraic equation of odd degree with real coefficients such that
it has a real root for each Ω P R. This implies the absence of spectral gaps for N P 2N` 1.
3.3. Four modes: N “ 4. We do not attempt to prove the existence of a gap for the general
system (1.3) with N “ 4. Instead we show that in two dimensions (d “ 2) under a simple
condition on κ a gap exists in the following symmetric case
(3.5)
vp1qg “ ´vp2qg “: v, vp3qg “ ´vp4qg “: w,
κ12 “ κ34 “: α1,
κ14 “ κ32 “: α2,
κ13 “ κ42 “: α3,
κjj “ 0, j “ 1, . . . , 4,
with αj P C, j “ 1, 2, 3. We also assume the linear independence of v and w.
A simple example for which these symmetries hold is
kp1q “ pl1, l2q P B, kp2q “ ´kp1q, kp3q “ p´l1, l2q, kp4q “ ´kp3q
with l1 ‰ 0, l2 ‰ 0, n1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ n4 “: n˚, with a simple eigenvalue ωn˚pkpjqq for each j “ 1, . . . , 4
, and with
W pxq “ a cosppkp2q ´ kp1qq ¨ xq ` b cosppkp4q ´ kp1qq ¨ xq ` c cosppkp3q ´ kp1qq ¨ xq,
a, b, c P R.
After the transformation
pξ, ηqT “ ϕpX1, X2q :“ 1
v1w2 ´ w1v2
ˆ
w2X1 ´ w1X2
v1X2 ´ v2X1
˙
system (1.3) becomes
(3.6)
i pBT ` BξqA11 ` α1A12 ` α3A13 ` α2A14 `N1p ~A1q “ 0
i pBT ´ BξqA12 ` α1A11 ` α2A13 ` α3A14 `N2p ~A1q “ 0
i pBT ` BηqA13 ` α3A11 ` α2A12 ` α1A14 `N3p ~A1q “ 0
i pBT ´ BηqA14 ` α2A11 ` α3A12 ` α1A13 `N4p ~A1q “ 0,
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where ~Ap¨, T q “ ~A1pϕp¨q, T q. The dispersion relation of (3.6) is given by
(3.7)
Ω4 ´ Ω2pK2ξ `K2η ` 2
3ÿ
j“1
|αj|2q ` 4ΩpRepα1α2α3q ` Repα1α2α3qq
` pKξKη ` |α2|2 ´ |α3|2q2 ` |α1|2pK2ξ `K2η ` |α1|2q “ 2Rep|α1|2α23 ` α22α12q.
where pKξ, Kηq is the dual variable to pξ, ηq. For Ω “ 0 and pKξ, Kηq P R2 the left hand side of
this equation is larger than or equal to |α1|4. The right hand side is smaller than or equal to
2|α1|2p|α2|2 ` |α3|2q. Hence, there is no real solution pKξ, Kηq P R2 if |α1|2 ą 2p|α2|2 ` |α3|2q.
As a result there is a spectral gap around 0 for (3.6) if
|α1|2 ą 2p|α2|2 ` |α3|2q.
For a slightly less general case of the matrix κ this gap was found already in [3]. Figure 4 shows
an example of the dispersion relation of (1.3) with N “ 4 and (3.5) featuring a spectral gap.
The plot in Fig 4 suggests that assumptions (A1CME)-(A3CME) are satisfied at the lower edge
-8
-6
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-2
0
2
4
6
-5
Ω
0
K2
50
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5-5
Figure 4. Dispersion relation of (1.3) with N “ 4, vpjqg and κ given in (3.5),
and α1 “ 3, α2 “ α3 “ 1, v “ p0, 1q, w “ p1, 0q.
of the spectral gap with K0 :“ p0, 0qT . In Sec. 4 we compute corresponding solitary waves.
4. Numerical Example of Standing Solitary Waves of the CMEs
In order to compute standing solitary waves ~ApX, tq “ e´iΩT ~BpXq, we perform a fixed point
iteration on (2.1) starting with the initial guess given by (2.2) with a localized solution C of
(2.3). The fixed point iteration of (2.1) is performed using the Petviashvili iteration [15, 1]
in Fourier variables because standard finite difference or finite element discretizations of (2.1)
lead to spurious checkerboard oscillations caused by the decoupling of even and odd nodes- an
effect referred to as Fermion doubling in the physics literature, see e.g. Sec. 5 in [11].
To find a localized solution C of (2.3), we first compute a radially symmetric Cpyq “ Cradpρq
with ρ :“ |y| of (2.3) with D2ηpj0q replaced by µI, e.g. with µ :“ 1
d
řd
j“1 µj, where tµ1, . . . , µdu
are the eigenvalues of D2Ωpj0qpK0q. We use the shooting method for the computation of Crad.
Then we perform a parameter continuation in order to deform Crad to a solution of (2.3). Hence,
the algorithm is
1) shooting method for a solution Crad of
(4.1) λCrad ` µpC2radpρq ` d´1ρ C 1radpρqq ` ΓC3radpρq “ 0, ρ P p0,8q,
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with Cradpρq Ñ 0 as ρÑ 8
2) parameter continuation in the parameter ν P r0, 1s (starting at ν “ 0 and terminating at
ν “ 1) on equation (2.3) with D2ηpj0q replaced by µI ` νpD2ηpj0q ´ µIq; finite difference
discretization in the x-variable,
3) evaluation of (2.2) with C from the previous step at ν “ 1 and with a chosen (small) ε ą 0,
4) Petviashvili iteration on (2.1) with Ω “ Ω˚ ` ε2α using the initial guess given by (2.2),
5) parameter continuation in the parameter Ω from Ω˚ ` ε2α to the desired value of Ω in the
spectral gap of LCME (Petviashvili iteration at each continuation step).
Example 1. We consider the two dimensional (d “ 2) case withN “ 4 and with the symmetries
(3.5). The parameters are chosen like in Figure 4, i.e. α1 “ 3, α2 “ α3 “ 1, v “ p0, 1q, w “
p1, 0q. The spectral gap is approximately p´1, 3q. We let Ω˚ be the lower edge, i.e. Ω˚ «
´1. Using the notation of Sec. 2, it is Ω˚ “ Ωj0pK0q with j0 “ 2, K0 “ 0, ηpj0qpK0q “
1
2
p´1,´1, 1, 1qT . A numerical approximation via finite differences yields
D2Ωj0pK0q « ´14I2ˆ2,Γ « 2.125.
In Figure 5 (a) we plot the radial profile of the radially symmetric solution Crad of the NLS.
Because D2Ωj0pK0q is a multiple of the identity, it is C “ Crad. Figure 5 (b) shows the first
component of the asymptotic ansatz (2.2) with ε “ 0.1. Due to K0 “ 0 and the realness of C it
is ~Bans : R2 Ñ R4. Moreover, due to the form of ηpj0qpK0q we have Bans,1 “ Bans,2 “ ´Bans,3 “
´Bans,4. Figure 5 (c) shows the numerically computed (via the Petviashvili iteration) solution
~B at Ω “ Ω˚ ` ε2 “ ´0.99. Only B1 and B3 are plotted since the computed solution satisfies
B2 “ B1, B4 “ B3. In Figure 6 we plot the components B1 and B3 of the solution to (2.1) at
Ω “ ´0.8 obtained by a parameter continuation in Ω from Ω˚ ` ε2. During the continuation
the symmetry B1 “ B2 “ ´B3 “ ´B4 seems to break. Also note that the solution at Ω “ ´0.8
is far from radially symmetric.
5. Moving Gap Solitons
An important feature of the CMEs in one dimension (d “ 1) is the existence of a whole family
of solitary waves parametrized by their velocity. It is natural to ask whether this holds also
for d ą 1. As explained in the introduction, the equal ε´scaling of t and x in the asymptotic
ansatz for a waves-packet of the PNLS would (in the affirmative case) imply that nearly solitary
waves of the PNLS exist with a whole range of velocities. However, as we show next, for N ď 4
and the most natural ansatz there seem to be no moving solitary waves in spectral gaps.
The simplest ansatz for a moving solitary wave of the time dependent CMEs (1.3) is ~ApX,T q “
e´iΩpvqT ~BpvqpX ´ vT q with some v P Rd,Ωpvq P R, and some localized ~Bpvq : Rd Ñ CN
(| ~BpvqpY q| Ñ 0 as |Y | Ñ 8). ~Bpvq must satisfy
(5.1) Ωpvq ~Bpvq “ pLCMEp∇q ` iv ¨∇q ~Bpvq ´ ~Np ~Bpvqq.
The corresponding dispersion relation is given by K ÞÑ ΩpvqpKq, where
Ω
pvq
j pKq “ Ωp0qj pKq ´ v ¨K,K P Rd, j P t1, . . . , Nu.
An exponentially localized ~Bpvq is expected in spectral gaps, i.e. for Ωpvq P Rz YNj“1 Ωpvqj pRdq.
We have, however, the following
Lemma 1. Let v P Rd. If for some j˚ P t1, . . . , Nu and some direction ξ P Rd, such that
ξTv ‰ 0, it is Ωp0qj˚ pKq Ñ const. for K “ rξ,R Q r Ñ ˘8, then R “ Ωpvqj˚ pRξq. Hence, in this
case, there is no spectral gap of (5.1).
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Figure 5. Plots for Example 1. (a) The profile of the positive solution Crad of
(4.1); (b) Bans,1 at ε “ 0.1; (c) B1 and B3 at Ω “ Ω˚ ` ε2 “ ´0.99.
Proof. The graph K ÞÑ v ¨ K is a hyperplane in Rd`1. Therefore, if the eigenvalue Ωp0qj˚ , j˚ P
t1, . . . , Nu is asymptotically horizontal along the direction ξ P Rd not orthogonal to v, then
Ω
pvq
j˚ pKq “ Ωp0qj pKq ´ v ¨K Ñ 8 for K “ rξ,R Q r Ñ 8 or r Ñ ´8. In the opposite direction
Ω
pvq
j˚ pKq Ñ ´8. Due to the intermediate value theorem it is Ωpvqj˚ pRξq “ R. l
A natural approach to constructing moving solitary waves is a parameter continuation from
standing solitary waves (i.e. those with v “ 0). Based on the discussion in Sec. 3 we do not
expect (exponentially) localized solitary waves for N ď 3 and d ě 2. For N “ 4 and d “ 2
Example 1 provides a setting with a spectral gap and standing solitary waves. Unfortunately,
for N “ 4 and the symmetric case (3.5) (satisfied by Example 1) the above mentioned horizontal
asymptotics of the dispersion relation graph are always satisfied:
Lemma 2. Let N “ 4, d “ 2 and let (3.5) be satisfied. Then for each γ P Rzp´|α1|, |α1|q there
exists a direction θ P p´pi, pis and j P t1, . . . , 4u such that Ωjppr cospθq, r sinpθqqq Ñ γ as r Ñ 8.
Proof. Writing Kξ “ r cospθq and Kη “ r sinpθq with r ą 0, θ P p´pi, pis, the lemma is proved
if the dispersion relation (3.7) has a solution θ P p´pi, pis for each |Ω| ě |α1| and for all r ą 0
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Figure 6. Plots for Example 1. B1 and B3 at Ω “ ´0.8.
large enough. Dispersion relation (3.7) can be rewritten as´
r2
2
sinp2θq ` |α2|2 ´ |α3|2
¯2 “ r2pΩ2 ´ |α1|2q ´ ψ,
where
ψ :“Ω4 ´ 2Ω2
3ÿ
j“1
|αj|2 ` 4ΩpRepα1α2α3 ` α1α2α3qq ` |α1|4 ´ 2|α1|2Repα23q ´ 2Repα12α22q.
Hence
sinp2θq “ ˘ 2
r2
´
|α3|2 ´ |α2|2 ˘
a
r2pΩ2 ´ |α1|2q ´ ψ
¯
.
For r large a real solution θ clearly exists if and only if |Ω| ě |α1|. l
Figure 4 shows that for Example 1 the eigenvalue Ωp0q3 pKq converges to the constant α1 “
3 (the upper gap edge) along two lines in R2. In Figure 7 we plot the dispersion relation
pK,ΩpvqpKqq for the velocity v “ p1, 1qT . Clearly, no gap occurs.
6. Justification of CMEs (1.3) as Amplitude Equations
In this section we prove Theorem 1. This provides a rigorous justification of the CMEs (1.3)
as amplitude equations for waves-packets approximated by the formal ansatz (1.2).
In theorem 1 the functions Aˆj are Fourier transformations of Aj, where
fˆpkq :“ 1p2piqd
ż
Rd
fpxqe´ik¨x dx
with the inverse fpxq “ şRd fˆpkqeik¨x dk. The space L1rpRdq is
L1r
`
Rd
˘
:“
"
f P L1 `Rd˘ : }f}L1rpRdq :“ ż
Rd
p1` |x|qr |fpxq| dx ă 8
*
.(6.1)
We first summarize the functional analytic tools and some well known results regarding these.
A more detailed presentation can be found, e.g., in [7].
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Figure 7. Dispersion relation for (5.1) with d “ 2, N “ 4, v “ p0.3, 0.3qT and
v
pjq
g , j “ 1, . . . , 4, and κ like in Example 1.
We use the Bloch transformation
(6.2)
T : f ÞÑ T pfq :“ rf,rfpx, kq :“ ÿ
ηPZd
pf pk ` ηq eiη¨x,
which is an isomorphism from HspRdq to L2pB, HspTqq for s ě 0 with the inverse
fpxq “
ż
B
rfpx, kqeik¨x dk.
The following properties hold for all f, g P HspRdq and 1 ď j ď d, N Q p ď s:
(6.3) T pfq px, k ` ejq “ e´ixjT pfqpx, kq,
(6.4) T pBpxjfqpx, kq “ pBxj ` ikjqppT fqpx, kq,
(6.5) T pV fqpx, kq “ V pxqT pfqpx, kq, if V P CpT,Cq,
(6.6) T pfgqpx, kq “ ppT fq ˚B pT gqqpx, kq :“
ż
B
pT fqpx, k ´ lqpT gqpx, lqdl.
It is, however, inconvenient to carry out the estimates of the residual and of the asymptotic
error in the HspRdq-norm (or equivalently in the L2pB, HspTqq-norm in the Bloch variables).
The reason is the loss of ε-powers when evaluating the L2-norm if a function of the form fpε¨q.
We prove Theorem 1 by working in an L1 space in the Bloch variables. Estimate (1.5) is then
obtained by an analog of the Lebesgue-Riemann lemma. Namely, if f˜ P L1pB, HspTqq with
s ą d{2 and such that (6.3) holds, then the function fpxq :“ şB f˜px, kqeik¨x dk satisfies
sup
xPRd
|fpxq| ď c}f˜}L1pB,HspTqq and upxq Ñ 0 as |x| Ñ 8.
See Lemma 1 in [7]. This L1 approach is one of the major differences from [9], where the
authors work in the space Hsε , see Sec. 1. Note that our assumption (A3) corresponds to the
assumption of a “closed mode system of order 3” in [9]. There, however, the error is estimated
by Cε in the Hsε -norm, which produces the estimate Cε1´d{2 in the L8pRdq-norm. For Cε3{2,
like in Theorem 1, the assumption of a closed mode system of a higher order (i.e. a stricter
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assumption than (A3)) is needed in [9]. As mentioned above, our approach also prevents us
from having to consider high order correction terms in the asymptotic expansion of the solution.
Next, because the eigenfunctions ppnp¨, kqqnPN are complete in L2pTq, we define the expan-
sion/diagonalization operator
(6.7) D : L1 pB, HspTqq Ñ X psq :“ L1pB, l2s{dq, ru ÞÑ ~U :“ pUnqnPN,
where u˜px, kq “ řnPN Unpkqpnpx, kq, Unpkq “ xrup¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyL2pTq. D is an isomorphism, see
Lemma 6 in [7]. Note that }~U}X psq :“
ş
B }~Upkq}l2s{ddk and
(6.8) l2s{d :“
#
~v “ pvnqnPN P l2pRdq : }~v}2l2
s{d
“
ÿ
nPN
n
2s
d |vn|2 ă 8
+
.
6.1. Choice of an extended ansatz. We return now to the formal asymptotic ansatz (1.2).
Applying T , we get
u˜apppx, k, tq “ ε1{2´d
ÿ
ηPZd
Nÿ
j“1
Aˆj
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ` η
ε
, εt
˙
pjpxqe´iω0teiη¨x.(6.9)
The Gross-Pitaevskii equation (1.1) transforms to
piBt ´ Lpx, kqq u˜px, k, tq ´ ε
mÿ˚
m“´m˚
amu˜px, k ´ lpmq, tq ´ σpxqpu˜ ˚B ˜¯u ˚B u˜qpx, k, tq “ 0.(6.10)
Here we have used the fact that for gpxq :“ fpxqeil¨x is pT gqpx, kq “ pT fqpx, k ´ lq.
The Bloch transformed residual of uapp in the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation is
(6.11)
T `GPpuappq˘px, k, tq “ ε3{2´de´iω0t ÿ
ηPZd
eiη¨x
Nÿ
j“1
„
iBT Aˆj
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ` η
ε
, T
˙
pjpxq
` 2iAˆj
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ` η
ε
, T
˙
k ´ kpjq ` η
ε
¨∇pjpxq ´
mÿ˚
m“´m˚
amAˆj
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ´ lpmq ` η
ε
, T
˙
pjpxq
´ ε
ˇˇˇˇ
k ´ kpjq ` η
ε
ˇˇˇˇ2
Aˆj
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ` η
ε
, T
˙
pjpxq ´ Ipx, k, tq
ff
,
where
Ipx, k, tq “ σpxq
ÿ
α,β,γ
ηpαq,ηpβq,ηpγq
pα p¯β pγe
ipηpαq´ηpβq`ηpγqq¨x
ż
B`kpβq´kpγq´ηpβq`ηpγq
ε
ż
B´kpγq`ηpγq
ε
Aˆα
ˆ
k ´ kpαq ` kpβq ´ kpγq ` ηpαq ´ ηpβq ` ηpγq
ε
´ h˜, T
˙
ˆ¯Aβ
´
h˜´ l˜, T
¯
Aˆγ
´
l˜, T
¯
dl˜ dh˜.
The Opε1{2´d) terms in T `GPpuappq˘ vanish due to the fact that each pj is an eigenfunction of
Lp¨, kpjqq with the same eigenvalue ω0. The nonlinearity term was calculated using straightfor-
ward variable transformations in the convolution integrals.
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Note that for AˆjpK,T q, j “ 1, . . . , N concentrated near K “ 0 one can formally approximate
AˆjpK,T q by χB
ε´1{2 p0qpKqAˆjpK,T q. We show below in Sec. 6.2 that Ipx, ¨, tq can then be
approximated near k “ kpjq (precisely on Bε1{2pkpjqq) byÿ
α,β,γPt1,...,Nu
kpαq´kpβq`kpγqPkpjq`Zd
pAˆα ˚ ˆ¯Aβ ˚ Aˆγq
ˆ
k ´ kpjq
ε
, T
˙
eipk
pαq´kpβq`kpγq´kpjqq¨xpαpxq p¯βpxq pγpxq.
The residual (6.11) is concentrated (in k) near the points kpjq, j “ 1, . . . , N but also near
other points in B. These are, firstly, the concentration points of those terms in I, for which
kpαq ´ kpβq ` kpγq R tkp1q, . . . , kpNqu ` Zd. Secondly, the multiplication of Uapp by W generates
terms with new concentration points, namely when lpmq ` kpjq R tkp1q, . . . , kpNqu ` Zd for some
m P t´m˚, . . . ,m˚u, j P t1, . . . , Nu. These terms in I and in Wuapp appear at the leading
order and need to be eliminated in order to achieve a small residual. For this we define
(6.12) J :“ J0 Y JN Y JW ,
where
J0 :“tkp1q, . . . , kpNqu,
JN :“
“` 
kpαq ´ kpβq ` kpγq|pα, β, γq P t1, . . . , Nu3(` Zd˘X B‰ zJ0,
JW :“
“` 
kpjq ` lpmq|, j P t1, . . . , Nu,m P t´m˚, . . . ,m˚u
(` Zd˘X B‰ zJ0.
We also define
I0 :“ tpn1, kp1qq, . . . , pnN , kpNqqu.
Clearly, J is finite. The set JN X JW consists of the new concentration points discussed above.
Below we modify the formal ansatz uapp to an extended ansatz uext by including correction
terms concentrated near points in JN Y JW . This is done in the ~U -variables, i.e. after the
application of D.
The equation for ~U is
`
iBt ´ Ωpkq
˘
~Upk, tq ` ε
mÿ˚
m“´m˚
M pmqpkq~Upk ´ lpmq, tq ` ~F p~U, ~U, ~Uqpk, tq “ 0, k P B, t ą 0,
(6.13)
where for all i, j P N
Ωjjpkq “ ωjpkq, Ωij “ 0 if i ‰ j,(6.14)
M
pmq
ij pkq “ ´amxpjp¨, k ´ lpmqq, pip¨, kqyT, and(6.15)
Fjp~U, ~U, ~Uqpkq :“ ´xσp¨qpu˜ ˚B ˜¯u ˚B u˜qp¨, k, tq, pjp¨, kqyT,(6.16)
and where u˜px, k, tq “ ř
nPN
Unpk, tqpnpx, kq.
As advertised above, our extended ansatz must contain terms supported near l P J0 as well
as near every l P JN Y JW . We choose these k´supports compact with the radius ε1{2 for
the terms concentrated near kp1q, . . . , kpNq and consequently with the radius 3ε1{2 for JN . For
simplicity the terms concentrated near l P JW are chosen also with the support of radius 3ε1{2
because JW XJN is not necessarily empty. Hence, we define the compactly supported envelopes
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A˜j, j P t1, . . . , Nu and A˜n,l, pn, lq P pNˆ Jqztpn1, kp1qq, . . . , pnN , kpNqqu. The supports are
supp
´
A˜jp¨, T q
¯
Ă Bε´1{2 , j “ 1, . . . , N,(6.17)
supp
´
A˜n,lp¨, T q
¯
Ă B3ε´1{2 , pn, lq P pNˆ Jqztpnj, kpjqq : j “ 1, . . . , Nu,(6.18)
where Br :“ Brp0q Ă Rd is the ball of radius r ą 0 centered at zero.
This leads us to the following extended ansatz. For k P Rd, t P R we set
U extnj pk, tq “ε1{2´d
ÿ
ηPZd
»—– ÿ
mPt1,...,Nu
nm“nj
A˜m
ˆ
k ´ kpmq ` η
ε
, T
˙
` ε
ÿ
lPJ
pnj ,lqRI0
A˜nj ,l
ˆ
k ´ l ` η
ε
, T
˙fiffifl e´iω0t,
for j “ 1, . . . , N,
U extn pk, tq “ε3{2´d
ÿ
ηPZd
ÿ
lPJ
A˜n,l
ˆ
k ´ l ` η
ε
, T
˙
e´iω0t, for n P NzI0.
(6.19)
Note that the η-sums ensure the Zd-periodicity of U extn p¨, tq on Rd. Due to the assumption on the
supports of A˜jp¨, T q and A˜n,lp¨, T q, the extended ansatz is supported in compact neighborhoods
of the points in J and their Zd-shifts.
For the estimate of the residual it is convenient to separate the leading order part of the
ansatz. Hence, we set
~U ext,0pk, tq :“ ε1{2´de´iω0t
ÿ
ηPZd
Nÿ
j“1
A˜j
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ` η
ε
, T
˙
enj and
#»
U ext,1 :“ ~U ext ´ #»U ext,0.
Here en is the n´th Euclidean unit vector in RN. Note that ~U ext,0p¨, tq is supported in
YNj“1Bε1{2pkpjqq ` Zd and ~U ext,1p¨, tq is supported in YlPJB3ε1{2plq ` Zd.
With the assumption on the supports of the envelopes the η´sums in (6.19) can be reduced
to finite sums if we restrict k to the periodicity cell B, i.e. k P B. Let us namely define for any
k P B the set
(6.20) Zk :“
 
η P Zd : k ´ η P B( .
Then for each A˜j´term, j “ 1, . . . , N , the sum is over η P Zkpjq and for each A˜n,l´term,
l P J, n P N, the sum is over η P Zl.
6.2. Estimate of the residual. The residual for the extended ansatz is
(6.21)
~Respk, tq :“ `iBt ´Ωpkq˘~U extpk, tq ` ε mÿ˚
m“´m˚
M pmqpkq~U extpk´ lpmq, tq ` ~F p~U ext, ~U ext, ~U extqpk, tq.
The most complicated term is the nonlinearity ~F . However, we need to understand its
detailed structure only for the leading order part ~F p~U ext,0, ~U ext,0, ~U ext,0q because this generates
the nonlinearity in the CMEs. The rest of ~F will be simply estimated. We have
Fnp~U ext,0, ~U ext,0, ~U ext,0qpk, tq “ ´xσp¨qpu˜ext,0 ˚B ˜¯uext,0 ˚B u˜ext,0qp¨, k, tq, pnp¨, kqyT, n P N,
where
u˜ext,0px, k, tq :“
ÿ
nPN
U ext,0n pk, tqpnpx, kq “ ε1{2´d
Nÿ
j“1
ÿ
ηPZd
A˜j
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ` η
ε
, T
˙
pnjpx, kqe´iω0t.
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The Bloch transformation of a function upxq satisfies rsupx, kq “ srupx,´kq. We impose this
condition on the ansatz u˜ext,0. This translates to the condition A˜pK,T q “ A˜p´K,T q, which is
satisfied, in particular, if A˜ is based on the Fourier transform of A, see (6.22). We get
rsuext,0px, k, tq “ ε1{2´d Nÿ
j“1
ÿ
ηPZd
˜¯Aj
ˆ
k ` kpjq ´ η
ε
, T
˙
pnjpx,´kqeiω0t.
A direct calculation leads to
Fnp~U ext,0, ~U ext,0, ~U ext,0qpk, tq “ ε3{2´d
ÿ
lPJNYJ0
ÿ
pα,β,γqPΛl
fα,β,γn pk, tq
where
Λl :“ tpα, β, γq P t1, . . . , Nu3 : kpαq ´ kpβq ` kpγq P l ` Zdu
is the set of those indices α, β, γ, for which the convolution term is concentrated at l,
fα,β,γn pk, tq :“ e´iω0t
ż
B
2ε´1{2
ż
B
ε´1{2
ÿ
ηPZd
A˜α
ˆ
k ´ pkpαq ´ kpβq ` kpγqq ` η ´ εr
ε
, T
˙
˜¯Aβpr ´ s, T qˆ
ˆ A˜γps, T qbpnqα,β,γpk ´ pkpγq ´ kpβqq ´ εr, kpβq ´ εpr ´ sq, kpγq ` εs, kq ds dr
for k P B3ε1{2pkpαq ´ kpβq ` kpγqq,
b
pnq
α,β,γpq, r, s, kq :“ ´xσp¨qpnαp¨, qqpnβp¨, rqpnγ p¨, sq, pnp¨, kqyT, for q, r, s, k P Rd.
We consider the residual separately for pn, kq with n “ nj and k near kpjq (or its integer
shifts) with j “ 1, . . . , N and for other pn, kq P Nˆ Rd.
Firstly, for k P B3ε1{2pkpjqq, j “ 1, . . . , N we have
Resnjpk, tq “ ε3{2´d
„
iBT A˜j
ˆ
k ´ kpjq
ε
, T
˙
` ε´1pω0 ´ ωnjpkqqA˜j
ˆ
k ´ kpjq
ε
, T
˙
`
Nÿ
r“1
ÿ
mPt´m˚,...,m˚u
kprq`lpmqPkpjq`Zd
M pmqnj ,nrpkqA˜r
ˆ
k ´ kpjq
ε
, T
˙
´
ÿ
pα,β,γqPΛ
kpjq
ż
B
2ε´1{2
ż
B
ε´1{2
A˜α
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ´ εr
ε
, T
˙
˜¯Aβpr ´ s, T qA˜γps, T qˆ
ˆbpnjqα,β,γpk ´ pkpγq ´ kpβqq ´ εr, kpβq ´ εpr ´ sq, kpγq ` εs, kq ds dr
ı
e´iω0t ` h.o.t..
We can recover Resnjpk, tq in the neighborhood of kpjq ` Zd by the Zd periodicity in k.
Secondly, for pn, kq P pNˆ Rdqz YNj“1 pnj, B3ε1{2pkpjqq ` Zdq
Resnpk, tq “ ε3{2´d
»–pω0 ´ ωnpkqq ÿ
lPJ,ηPZd
A˜n,l
ˆ
k ´ l ` η
ε
, T
˙
`
Nÿ
j“1
ÿ
m“´m˚,...,m˚
ηPZd
M pmqn,njpkqA˜j
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ´ lpmq ` η
ε
, T
˙
`
ÿ
lPJNYJ0
ÿ
pα,β,γqPΛl
fα,β,γn pk, tq
fifl e´iω0t ` h.o.t..
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The higher order terms h.o.t. above come from the T´derivative of #»U ext,1, from the application
of the potentialW to
#»
U ext,1 and from the nonlinearity Fn with at least one of the three arguments
being
#»
U ext,1.
1) Resnjpk, tq for k P Bε1{2pkpjqq, j “ 1, . . . , N
In order to ensure the smallness of Resnj , we set
(6.22) A˜jpK,T q :“ χB
ε´1{2 pKq pAjpK,T q, j P t1, . . . , Nu,
where pA1, . . . , ANq solves (1.3). This makes sense because, as we show next, the leading order
part of Resnj is approximated by the Fourier transform of the left hand side of the j-th equation
in (1.3). Let us start with the linear terms. For k P Bε1{2pkpjqq we have
|ωnjpkq ´ ω0 ´ εk ´ k
pjq
ε
¨ vpjqg | ď cε2
ˇˇˇˇ
k ´ kpjq
ε
ˇˇˇˇ2
p1` hεpkqq
with hεpkq Ñ 0 for εÑ 0. Hence
(6.23)ż
B`kpjq
ˇˇˇˇ
ε´1pω0 ´ ωnjpkpjqqqA˜j
ˆ
k ´ kpjq
ε
, T
˙
´ χjpkqk ´ k
pjq
ε
¨ vpjqg pAj ˆk ´ kpjqε , T
˙ˇˇˇˇ
dk
ď cε1`d} pAjp¨, T q}L12pBε´1{2 p0qq ď cε1`d} pAjp¨, T q}L12pRdq,
where
χj :“ χB
ε1{2 pkpjqq.
Next, we compare the linear coupling terms. For j, r P t1, . . . , Nu let m P t´m˚, . . . ,m˚u be
such that kprq ` lpmq P kpjq ` Zd. We rewrite in M pmqnj ,nrpkq the variables as
k ´ lpmq “ kprq ` εk ´ k
pjq
ε
` kpjq ´ kprq ´ lpmq
and
k “ kpjq ` εk ´ k
pjq
ε
.
We define
K :“ k´kpjq
ε
for k P Bε1{2pkpjqq, j “ 1, . . . , N,
and write κjr “ ř mPt´m˚,...,m˚u
kprq`lpmqPkpjq`Zd
κ
pmq
jr , where
κ
pmq
jr :“ ´am
ż
T
eipk
prq`lpmq´kpjqq¨xprpxqpjpxq dx.
Then for k P Bε1{2pkpjqq and m P t´m˚, . . . ,m˚u such that kprq ` lpmq P kpjq ` Zd it is
(6.24)
|M pmqnj ,nrpkq ´ κpmqjr | ď|am|
ż
T
ˇˇˇ
eipk
prq´kpjq`lpmqq¨xpnrpx, kprq ` εKqpnjpx, kpjq ` εKq
´eipkprq`lpmq´kpjqq¨xpnrpx, kprqqpnjpx, kpjqq
ˇˇˇ
dx
ď|am|
ż
T
ˇˇ
pnrpx, kprq ` εKq
ˇˇ ˇˇ
pnjpx, kpjq ` εKq ´ pnjpx, kpjqq
ˇˇ
dx
`|am|
ż
T
ˇˇ
pnjpx, kpjqq
ˇˇ ˇˇ
pnrpx, kprq ` εKq ´ pnrpx, kprqq
ˇˇ
dx
ďcεK
due to (A6).
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From (6.24) we get
(6.25)
››››M pmqnj ,nrp¨qA˜r ˆ ¨ ´ kpjqε , T
˙
´ κpmqj,r χj pAr ˆ ¨ ´ kpjqε , T
˙››››
L1pB`kpjqq
ď cεd`1} pArp¨, T q}L11pRdq.
For the nonlinearity in the leading order part of Resnjpk, tq with k P Bε1{2pkpjqq we need to
estimate
Ψα,β,γj pk, T q :“
ż
B
2ε´1{2
ż
B
ε´1{2
A˜α
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ´ εr
ε
, T
˙
˜¯Aβpr ´ s, T qA˜γps, T qˆ
ˆ bpnjqα,β,γpk ´ pkpγq ´ kpβqq ´ εr, kpβq ´ εpr ´ sq, kpγq ` εs, kq ds dr
´ χjγpα,β,γqj p pAα ˚xĎAβ ˚ pAγqˆk ´ kpjqε , T
˙
for each pα, β, γq P Λkpjq . We write
Ψα,β,γj “ I1 ` I2 ` I3,
where (using γpα,β,γqj “ bpnjqα,β,γpkpαq, kpβq, kpγq, kpjqq)
I1 :“
ż
B
2ε´1{2
ż
B
ε´1{2
A˜α
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ´ εr
ε
, T
˙
˜¯Aβpr ´ s, T qA˜γps, T qˆ
ˆ
”
b
pnjq
α,β,γpk ´ pkpγq ´ kpβqq ´ εr, kpβq ´ εpr ´ sq, kpγq ` εs, kq
´bpnjqα,β,γpkpαq, kpβq, kpγq, kpjqq
ı
ds dr,
I2 :“ γpα,β,γqj
„
pA˜α ˚B
2ε´1{2
˜¯Aβ ˚B
ε´1{2 A˜γq
ˆ
k ´ kpjq ´ εr
ε
, T
˙
´χB
3ε1{2 pkpjqqpkqp pAα ˚xĎAβ ˚ pAγq
ˆ
k ´ kpjq
ε
, T
˙
,
and
I3 :“ γpα,β,γqj χB
3ε1{2 pkpjqqzBε1{2 pkpjqqpkqp pAα ˚xĎAβ ˚ pAγq
ˆ
k ´ kpjq
ε
, T
˙
.
We estimate }Ijp¨, T q}L1pB`kpjqq, j “ 1, 2, 3 analogously to [7]. For }I1p¨, T q}L1pB`kpjqq we use
the multilinearity of bpnjq and the Lipschitz continuity of the Bloch functions pnpx, ¨q in (A6).
}I2,3p¨, T q}L1pB`kpjqq are small due to the decay of pAjp¨, T q, namely due to›››p1´ χB
aε´1{2 q pAjp¨, T q}L1pRdq ď caεν{2} pAjp¨, T q›››L1νpRdq
for any a, ν ą 0. One obtains
(6.26)
}I1p¨, T q}L1pB`kpjqq ď cεd`1} pAαp¨, T q}L11pRdq} pAβp¨, T q}L11pRdq} pAγp¨, T q}L11pRdq,
}I2,3p¨, T q}L1pB`kpjqq ď cεd`ν{2} pAαp¨, T q}L1νpRdq} pAβp¨, T q}L1νpRdq} pAγp¨, T q}L1νpRdq
for any ν ą 0.
Estimates (6.23),(6.25), and (6.26) ensure that CMEs (1.3) yield a small Resnjpk, tq, j “
1, . . . , N for k in a vicinity of kpjq`Zd. The rest of the leading order part of ~Res is made small
by a suitable choice of the correction terms A˜n,l, n P N, l P J .
2) Rest of ~Res at Opε3{2q
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For pn, kq P NˆRdzYNj“1 pnj, B3ε1{2pkpjqq`Zdq the leading order (Opε3{2q) part of the residual
vanishes if we set
(6.27)
A˜n,l
ˆ
k ´ l
ε
, T
˙
:“ 1
ω0 ´ ωnpkq
»——– Nÿ
j“1
ÿ
mPt´m˚,...,m˚u
kpjq`lpmqPl`Zd
M pmqn,nj A˜j
ˆ
k ´ l
ε
, T
˙
´
ÿ
pα,β,γqPΛl
fα,β,γn pk, tq
fiffiffifl
for all l P J if n P Nztn1, . . . , nNu, and all l P J such that pnj, lq R I0 if n “ nj, j “ 1, . . . , N .
Note that in (6.27) is
|ω0 ´ ωnpkq| ą cn2{d, n P N
with some c ą 0. For n P tn1, . . . , nNu this holds because pn, lq ‰ pnj, kpjqq and k P B3ε1{2plq,
and the growth in n is guaranteed by (1.8).
Combining now (6.23),(6.25), and (6.26), we have
(6.28)
} ~Resp¨, tq}X psq ď}h.o.t.p¨, tq}X psq ` cε 52
¨˝ ÿ
αPt1,...,Nu
} pAαp¨, T q}L12pRdq
`
ÿ
α,β,γPt1,...,Nu
} pAαp¨, T q}L12pRdq} pAβp¨, T q}L12pRdq} pAγp¨, T q}L12pRdq‚˛.
Thus it remains to estimate the h.o.t..
The n-th component ph.o.t.qnpk, tq consists of a (finite) sum over l of the terms ε5{2´dBT A˜n,l
`
k´l
ε
, T
˘
e´iω0t,
and of ε
ř
mPt´m˚,...,m˚upM pmqpkq
#»
U ext,1pk´lpmq, tqqn, Fnp #»U ext,1, #»U ext,0, #»U ext,0q, Fnp #»U ext,0, #»U ext,1, #»U ext,0q
as well as of nonlinear terms quadratic or cubic in
#»
U ext,1.
For ε5{2´dBT A˜n,l
`
k´l
ε
, T
˘
e´iω0t we first note thatˇˇˇ
M pmqn,nj
ˇˇˇ
“ |am||ωnpkq|q xL
qp¨, kqpnjp¨, k ´ lpmqq, pnp¨, kqyT ď cn´2q{d sup
kPB
}pnjp¨, kq}H2qpTq
for any q P N. Similarly,
|bpnqα,β,γpo, r, s, kq| “
1
|ωnpkq|q xL
qp¨, kqpσp¨qpnαp¨, oqpnβp¨, rqpnγ p¨, sqq, pnp¨, kqyT
ď cn´2q{d sup
kPB
}pnαp¨, kq}H2qpTq sup
kPB
}pnβp¨, kq}H2qpTq sup
kPB
}pnγ p¨, kq}H2qpTq
for all o, r, s, k P 2B and q P NX pd
4
,8q if σ P H2qpTq.
The required H2q-regularity of the Bloch waves pnjp¨, kq, j “ 1, . . . , N is satisfied if V P
HµpTq, µ ą 2q ` d´ 2, see Lemma 3 in [7]. We obtain››››ε5{2´dBT A˜n,lˆ ¨ ´ lε , T
˙››››
L1pBq
ďcε5{2n´2pq`1q{d
˜
Nÿ
j“1
}BT pAjp¨, T q}L1pRdq
`
ÿ
α,β,γPt1,...,Nu
}BT pAαp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAβp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAγp¨, T q}L1pRdq‚˛
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and
(6.29)››››ε5{2´dˆBT A˜n,lˆ ¨ ´ lε , T
˙˙
nPN
››››
X psq
ďcε5{2
˜
Nÿ
j“1
}BT pAjp¨, T q}L1pRdq
`
ÿ
α,β,γPt1,...,Nu
}BT pAαp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAβp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAγp¨, T q}L1pRdq‚˛
provided q ą s
2
` d
4
´ 1.
Next, we have
(6.30)››››››ε
ÿ
mPt´m˚,...,m˚u
M pmqp¨q #»U ext,1p¨ ´ lpmq, tq
››››››
X psq
ďcε}Wu˜ext,1p¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HspTqq
ď cε}u˜ext,1p¨, ¨, tq}L1pB,HspTqq ď cε} #»U ext,1p¨, tq}X psq
For the nonlinear terms in h.o.t. we use the algebra property
(6.31) }u˜ ˚B v˜}L1pB,HspTqq ď c}u˜}L1pB,HspTqq}v˜}L1pB,HspTqq
if s ą d{2, see Lemma 2 in [7]. This yields, for instance
(6.32)
›››~F p #»U ext,1, #»U ext,0, #»U ext,0q›››
X psq
ď c} #»U ext,1p¨, tq}X psq} #»U ext,0p¨, tq}2X psq.
To make inequalities (6.30) and (6.32) useful, it remains to estimate } #»U ext,0p¨, tq}X psq and
} #»U ext,1p¨, tq}X psq. We have
(6.33) } #»U ext,0p¨, tq}X psq ď cε1{2
Nÿ
j“1
} pAjp¨, T q}L1pRdq
and
(6.34)
} #»U ext,1p¨, tq}X psq “
˜ÿ
nPN
n2s{d}U ext,1n p¨, tq}2L1pBq
¸1{2
ď cε3{2
˜ÿ
nPN
n2s{d´4pq`1q{d
¸1{2 ˜ Nÿ
j“1
} pAjp¨, T q}L1pRdq
`
ÿ
α,β,γPt1,...,Nu
} pAαp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAβp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAγp¨, T q}L1pRdq‚˛
ď cε3{2
˜
Nÿ
j“1
} pAjp¨, T q}L1pRdq
`
ÿ
α,β,γPt1,...,Nu
} pAαp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAβp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAγp¨, T q}L1pRdq‚˛
if, again, q ą s
2
` d
4
´ 1. In (6.34) we used σ P H2qpTq and V P HµpTq, µ ą 2q` d´ 2, similarly
to above, in order to get the decay in n.
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In summary, collecting (6.28), (6.29), (6.30), (6.32), (6.33) and (6.34) if σ P H2qpTq, V P
HµpTq, µ ą 2q ` d ´ 2, q P N X p s
2
` d
4
´ 1,8q, and pAjp¨, T q P L12pR2q, BT pAjp¨, T q P L1pR2q for
all T P r0, T0s, then
(6.35) } ~Resp¨, tq}X psq ď cε5{2 for all t P r0, T0ε´1s,
where c ą 0 depends polynomially on } pAjp¨, T q}L12pRdq and }BT pAjp¨, T q}L1pRdq, j “ 1, . . . , N .
6.3. Estimation of the Error. Using the triangle inequality, we estimate the error }pu ´
uappqp¨, tq}C0b pRdq by the sum of }p
#»
U ext ´ #»U appqp¨, tq}X psq and } #»Ep¨, tq}X psq, where
#»
E :“ #»U ´ #»U ext.
We estimate }p #»U ext ´ #»U appqp¨, tq}X psq directly and } #»Ep¨, tq}X psq via Gronwall’s inequality
Lemma 3. If V P HµpTq and σ P H2qpTq with some µ ą 2q ` d ´ 2, q P N X p s
2
` d
4
,8q, andpAjp¨, T q P L1βpRdq, j “ 1, . . . , N , with some β ą 2q ` d, then there is c ą 0 such that
}p~Uapp ´ ~U extqp¨, tq}X psq ďc
˜
ε3{2
Nÿ
j“1
} pAjp¨, T q}L1βpRdq
`ε1{2`2d
ÿ
α,β,γPt1,...,Nu
} pAαp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAβp¨, T q}L1pRdq} pAγp¨, T q}L1pRdq‚˛
for all ε ą 0 small enough.
Proof. Because pAjp¨, T q P L2pRdq, we have also Ajp¨, T q P L2pRdq leading to uappp¨, tq P L2pRdq.
Therefore, it makes sense to evaluate DT uappp¨, tq, producing
Uappn pk, tq “ ε1{2´d
Nÿ
j“1
ÿ
ηPZd
pAj ˆk ´ kpjq ` η
ε
, T
˙
xpnjp¨, kpjq ´ ηq, pnp¨, kqyL2pTq, n P N.
It is
}p~Uapp ´ ~U extqp¨, tq}X psq ďc
Nÿ
j“1
}pUappnj ´ U ext,0nj qp¨, tq}L1pBq ` }pUappn p¨, tqqnPNztn1,...,nN u}X psq
` } #»U ext,1p¨, tq}X psq.
} #»U ext,1p¨, tq}X psq is estimated in (6.34). The remaining two contributions are estimated in a
complete analogy to Lemma 10 in [7]. We get
}pUappnj ´ U ext,0nj qp¨, tq}L1pBq ď cpε3{2} pAjp¨, T q}L11pRdq ` ε1{2`ν{2} pAjp¨, T q}L1νpRdqq
for any ν ą 0 using the Lipschitz continuity |xpnjp¨, kpjqq, pnjp¨, kpjqq´pnjp¨, kqyL2pTq| ď L|k´kpjq|
guaranteed by (A6).
Finally,
(6.36) }pUappn p¨, tqqnPNztn1,...,nN u}X psq ď c
˜
ε3{2
Nÿ
j“1
} pAjp¨, T q}L11pRdq ` ε1{2`β Nÿ
j“1
} pAjp¨, T q}L1βpRdq
¸
provided β ą 2q ` d, q P N X p s
2
` d
4
,8q, V P HapTq, a ą 2q ` d ´ 2. This estimate uses the
Lipschitz continuity of pnjpx, ¨q, the growth of the eigenvalues ωn, and the fact }Lqpkqpn0p¨, k´
ηq}L2pTq ď c|η|2q. For details see Lemma 10 in [7].
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The factor ε1{2`2d in the Lemma comes from (6.36) and β ą 2q ` d, q ą s{2 ` d{4, s ą d{2,
which implies β ą 2d. l
Let us consolidate the regularity assumptions needed in the proof of Theorem 1. The esti-
mates are performed in X psq, s ą d{2. The residual estimate (6.35) and Lemma 3 require Aˆj P
Cpr0, T0s, L1βpRdq X L2pRdqq, BT pAj P Cpr0, T0s, L1pRdqq for some β ą 2q ` d, q P NX p s2 ` d4 ,8q.
We can choose q “ Pd
2
T ` 1 with s P pd
2
, 2pPd
2
T ` 1q ´ d
2
q. Then the potentials need to satisfy
σ P H2
R
d
2
V
`2pTq and V P HµpTq with µ ą 2 Pd
2
T` d. In summary, the regularity conditions are
satisfied if we require the existence of δ ą 0 such that Aˆj P Cpr0, T0s, L1
2
R
d
2
V
`d`2`δ
pRdqXL2pRdqq,
BT pAj P Cpr0, T0s, L1pRdqq, and σ P H2Rd2V`2pTq, V P H2Rd2V`d`δpTq.
Finally, we estimate the error ~E. The procedure is completely analogous to that in Sec. 4 of
[6]. We present it here for completeness. The error satisfies
(6.37) Bt ~E “ ´iΩpkq ~E ` i~Gp~U ext, ~Eq
with
~Gp~U ext, ~Eq “ ~Res` ~F p~U, ~U, ~Uq ´ ~F p~U ext, ~U ext, ~U extq ´ ε
mÿ˚
m“´m˚
M pmq ~Ep¨ ` lpmq, tq.
Due to the cubic structure of ~F , and the isomorphism property of D and the algebra property
(6.31) we have for s ą d{2 the existence of c ą 0 such that
(6.38)
}~F p~U, ~U, ~Uq ´ ~F p~U ext, ~U ext, ~U extq}X psq ď cp}~U ext}2X psq} ~E}X psq ` }~U ext}X psq} ~E}2X psq ` } ~E}3X psqq.
We also have
(6.39)
›››››ε
mÿ˚
m“´m˚
M pmqp¨q ~Ep¨ ` lpmq, tq
›››››
X psq
ď cε} ~Ep¨, tq}X psq.
Next, using (6.33) and (6.34), we get
(6.40) }~U extp¨, tq}X psq ď cε1{2 for all t P r0, ε´1T0s.
Hence, there are c1, c2, c3 ą 0 such that
}~Gp~U ext, ~Eqptq}X psq ď c1ε} ~Eptq}X psq ` c2ε1{2} ~Eptq}2X psq ` c3} ~Eptq}3X psq ` CResε5{2
for all t P r0, ε´1T0s.
We rewrite equation (6.37) as
~Eptq “ ~Ep0q `
tż
0
Spt´ τq~Gp~U ext, ~Eqpτq dτ,
where Sptq “ e´iΩt : X psq Ñ X psq is a strongly continuous unitary group generated by ´iΩpkq.
Hence, we have
} ~Eptq}X psq ď } ~Ep0q}X psq `
tż
0
c1ε} ~Epτq}X psq ` c2ε1{2} ~Epτq}2X psq ` c3} ~Epτq}3X psq ` CResε5{2 dτ.
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Because ~Up0q “ ~Uappp0q, we get ~Ep0q “ ~Uappp0q ´ ~U extp0q and Lemma 3 provides } ~Ep0q}X psq ď
C0ε
3{2 for all ε P p0, ε0q with some ε0 ą 0.
Given an M ą C0 there exists T˚ ą 0 such that } ~Eptq}X psq ďMε3{2 for all t P r0, T˚s. In the
following, using Gronwall’s inequality and a bootstrapping argument, we choose ε0 ą 0 and
M ą 0 such that if ε P p0, ε0q, then } ~Eptq}X psq ďMε3{2 for all t P r0, ε´1T0s.
If } ~Eptq}X psq ďMε3{2, then
} ~Eptq}X psq ď C0ε3{2 `
tż
0
c1ε} ~Epτq}X psq dτ ` t
`
c2ε
7{2M2 ` c3ε9{2M3 ` CResε5{2
˘
ď ε3{2 “C0 ` tε `c2εM2 ` c3ε2M3 ` CRes˘‰ ec1εt,
where the second step follows by Gronwall’s inequality. For the desired estimate on t P
r0, ε´1T0s, we redefine
M :“ C0 ` T0pCRes ` 1qec1T0
and choose ε0 so small that c2ε0M2 ` c3ε20M3 ď 1. Then, clearly,
sup
tPr0,ε´1T0s
} ~Eptq}X psq ďMε3{2.
This completes the proof of Theorem (1).
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